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Abstract 
Let Forb”,,(H) denote the class of all H-free graphs on n (labelled) vertices with m edges. 
In this note we estimate the cardinality of IForb,, by establishing good bounds for the 
probability that a random graph in the G(n,m)-model does not contain a given subgraph. 
1. Introduction 
Given a fixed graph H, for what values of p = p(n) is it likely that a random 
graph G,, contains a copy of H as a (weak) subgraph? This question, going back to 
ErdGs and Renyi [3], is basically solved: po = n - min{lV(H’)I/IE(H’)lIH’ &H) is a threshold 
function for the property of containing H (cf. [1,3,5]). 
Going one step further one may ask, what are good estimations for the probability 
that a random graph G,,* is H-free? Also here, the picture is fairly complete. For 
example, it is well known that on the threshold, i.e. for p = c~-l~(~)l’I~(~)I, the number 
of copies of a strictly balanced graph H is Poisson-distributed with parameter e6 
lEIH)l 
(cf. [1,5,7]). For general graphs H and edge probabilities p not on the threshold, 
Janson et al. [4] fully determined the order of magnitude of the logarithm of the 
probability that G,,* is H-free. 
Theorem 1.1. (Janson et al. [4]) For every graph H with at least one edge there exist 
constants cl, c2 > 0 such that for all p = p(n) < 1 and all n 
e - Sf(“,J’) < Prob [Gn,p is H-free] < e-‘2 f(“,J’), 
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where 
f(n, p) = min{n lV(L)I~‘E(L)I 1 L C H, I,?(L)/ > 0). 
At this point the following question naturally arises. What happens, if we change the 
underlying random graph model, i.e. if we switch from the G(n, p)-model to G(n,m)? 
The threshold phenomena are easily seen to carry over by well-known results (cf. 
[2,6]). For the estimates of Theorem 1.1 the situation, however, seems to be more un- 
clear. The above-mentioned results on the equivalence between the two models mainly 
apply to properties which hold almost surely. The proof of Janson et al. on the other 
hand is fundamentally based on the independence of appropriately defined events. A 
fact which is not true in the G(n,m)-model. 
The aim of this note is to show that nevertheless Theorem 1.1 carries over to the 
G(n,m)-model. Before we state the result, we like to recall that every G,,, contains 
an H-subgraph whenever m > ex(n,H). (Here and in the following ex(n,H) denotes 
the number of edges of an extremal H-free graph, i.e. the maximum number of edges 
an H-free graph on 12 vertices may contain.) That is, for all m > ex(n,H) we trivially 
have Prob [G,,, is H-free] = 0. 
Theorem 1.2. For every graph H with chromatic number x(H) 3 3 there exist positive 
constants cl and c2 such that for all n E N and all m<ex(n,H) 
e-” g(n,m) < Pr& [G,, m is H-free] < e-Q dn, "'), 
where 
g(n,m) = min{niVCL)I (wz/(~))I~(~)I 1 LC H, I,!?(L)/ > 0). 
In fact, Janson et al. [4] exhibited many cases for which their result determines 
Prob [Gn,p is H-free] up to a factor of 1 + o( 1) in the exponent. It is not difficult to 
see that for these cases the same accuracy carries over to the G(n,m)-model. We omit 
the details. 
Theorem 1.3. For every bipartite graph H there exist positive constants cl, c2 and 
d such that for all n E N and all m <d po (I) 
ePcl s(n3m) < Prob [G,, m is H-free] de-“’ g(“sm), 
where g(n,m) is the function dejined in Theorem 1.2 and 
PO = SUP{P : 0, p(i)) < n2pl. 
Theorem 1.3 is probably not best possible. Recall, however, that for most bipartite 
graphs the value - and in many cases even the order of magnitude - of ex(n,H) 
is not known. A theorem corresponding to Theorem 1.2 for bipartite graphs seems 
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therefore currently out of reach. For the cycle of length eight, for example, one has 
p0 = fl-617, while the best known bounds for ex(n, C’s) are ct n8/’ <ex(n,H) <c2 n514. 
That is. Theorem 1.3 is in fact essentially the best we may currently hope for. 
Remark. Let Forb,, ,(H) denote 
with m edges. As 
the class of all H-free graphs on n (labelled) vertices 
IForbn,m(H)I = Prob [G,,, is H-free] 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 in fact determine the order of magnitude of the class 
Forb,,(H). 
2. Proofs 
We first prove an immediate counterpart of Theorem 1.1 in which additional terms 
in the lower and upper bounds account for the facts that every G,,, contains an H- 
subgraph whenever m > ex(n,H), and that there are only ((i)) different graphs with 
m edges. 
Lemma 2.1. For every graph H with at least one edge there exist positive constants 
d 1, d2, and d3 such that for all n, m E N 
- 
e 
+J s(n, m) 
- eed, m < Prob [G,, ,,, is H-free] 6 eed2 km), 
where g(n, m) is the function de$ned in Theorem 1.2. 
Proof. We start with some notation. Let N = (;), 
P, := Prob [G,,, is H-free] 
and (for k E RJ) 
Qk := Prob[G,,k is H-free]. 
Obviously, 
pk(l - PjN-kQk. (*I 
Observe first that we may assume without loss of generality that m B C for any constant 
C. (We henceforth tacitly assume that C is sufficiently large so that all inequalities 
below hold.) 
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As the property of being H-free is monotone decreasing, (*) implies that for all 
sufficiently small E > 0 and all 0 < p < 1 
P, < Q(I+N . 
d Q(I-~),,v + bob [lIWG,p)l - PNI > EPJJI 
_t *, 
< Q(I-~)~N + e i p , 
where the last inequality follows from the normal approximation of the binomial dis- 
tribution. In particular, this shows that for m = pN we have (replace p by p/( 1 - E)) 
Q,,, ape - e-A”‘. 
As the function f from Theorem 1.1 satisfies 
fh A>< (&Y)“(~” f(n,p) = (&)lhiHi’g(n,pN), (**> 
this together with Theorem 1 .l concludes the proof of the lower bound. The upper 
bound follows immediately from Theorem 11.2(iii) of Bollobas [2]. A direct proof is 
also obtained easily along the lines of the proof of the lower bound. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The upper bound follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. For 
the proof of the lower bound observe that, trivially, all (x(H) - I)-partite graphs are 
H-free. Considering the complete (x(H) - 1)-partite graph with classes as equal as 
possible and counting all subgraphs with m edges, we deduce that there are at least 
/(H)--2 ,,* 
( I(H);I’T) many (x(H) - 1)-partite graphs on n vertices with m edges. Hence, 
for some constant c > 0 depending only on the chromatic number of H. This, together 
with the observation that g(n,m) = O(m) and the lower bound of Lemma 2.1, concludes 
the proof of Theorem 1.2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We again only have to prove the lower bound. Let N = (;) 
and observe that the definition of po implies that there exists a subgraph H’ c H such 
that IE(H’)I 32 and g(n, poN) = nlY(H’)Ip/,@H’)’ = n2po. In particular, we therefore 
conclude that for every constant 0 < cd 1 and mc = cpoN we have 
g(n, m,) 6.1V(H’)I(cpO)IE(H’)I <c2g(n,poN) = c2pon2 = (1 +o(l)).cm,. 
As po = o( 1) this together with Lemma 2.1 concludes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 0 
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